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Abstract 
Aiming at the current market demand of electrification, lightness and modularization of 
underwater manipulator, a 6-dOF electric manipulator is designed in this paper. 
Complete the selection of reducer and motor of each joint, give the design scheme of 
position sensor and brake device, and improve the structure of static seal and dynamic 
seal to prevent water seepage in the underwater high-pressure environment. At the 
same time, the overall design of an underwater manipulator control system is designed. 
The results show that the designed 6-DOF manipulator can meet the requirements of 
lightweight, joint integration and reliable positioning accuracy. 
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1. Introduction 

Underwater robot arm has become an important part of underwater intelligent equipment. It is usually 
carried on the mother underwater robot and has broad application prospects in Marine exploration, 
underwater search and rescue and engineering operations [1]. Existing underwater robotic arms are 
bulky, consume a lot of energy in performing tasks, and have low efficiency and difficulty in ensuring 
operation accuracy [2]. In this paper, each joint module is designed in a modular way, and the related 
electronic control module is more integrated, which effectively reduces the space size and weight of 
the manipulator. 

2. Structure Design of Underwater Electric Manipulator 

2.1 Performance Index of Mechanical Arm 

Table 1. Performance index of mechanical arm 

Performance indicators The specific parameters 

Freedom degree 6  

At the end of the load kg10  

The scope of work m6.1  

Maximum joint velocity 1, 2 Joints: so /120  

3 joints: so /150  

4, 5, 6 Joints: so /180  

The weight kg30  
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2.2 Selection of Joint of Underwater Manipulator 

All the joints of the manipulator designed in this paper are driven by rotating pairs and motors, 
because it is easy to realize the modular, lightweight and compact structure of the joints. The first 
three joints of the designed manipulator determine the position of the grasping end, and the last three 
joints determine the posture of the grasping end [3]. 

The driving torque and power output motor power of rotary and swing joints are determined by the 
following method: 

The rotational inertia of each revolute joint is determined according to the calculation formula: 
 

22/1 mlJ  .                                           (1) 

Where,m  is the mass sum of each part corresponding to the desired joint, l is the vertical distance 
between the center of mass of the corresponding total mass part and the rotation axis of the revolute 
joint; 

Then by the physical calculation formula of the driving torque: 
 

mJM    or mLFM  .                             (2) 

Where, J  is the rotational inertia of the corresponding part,  is the angular acceleration of the 
corresponding joint, m is the friction torque of each joint,F  is the driving force borne by each joint, 
L is the distance from the rotating axis to the center of gravity of the corresponding part; 

Then the power required by each joint motor is: 
 

 / Mp .                                         (3) 

Where, M is the driving torque,  is the angular velocity,   is the engineering safety factor,  is 
the system transmission efficiency; 

According to the selection requirements, the output torque and power of the harmonic reducer should 
be greater than the driving torque and power required by the joint. The input speed of the selected 
BRUShless DC motor is 3000rpm, and the rated voltage is DC24V. Table 2 is the parameter table of 
the selected harmonic reducer and motor. 
 

Table 2. Parameters of harmonic reducer and motor 

The 
joint

s 

Required 
parameters of 

joints 

Harmonic reducer parameters Brushless DC motor parameters 

Drivin
g 

mome
nt
mN /  

power/
w 

mode
ls 

Spee
d 

ratio 

The 
output 
torque

mN /  

The 
output 
speed

min/r  

The 
input 

power/
w 

mode
ls 

The 
rated 

torque
mN /  

power/
w 

Rated 
current/

A 

1 70 84 25 160 73 6.3 90 57 0.48 150 7.81 

2 300 176 40 200 300 5 225 86 1.52 750 39.06 

3 186 105.4 40 200 300 5 225 86 0.96 300 15.6 

4 9.2 10.8 17 80 12 12.5 22 42 0.16 50 2.6 

5 82.6 50 32 200 175 5 131 57 0.48 150 7.81 

6 3.3 4.2 14 64 4.5 15.6 11 42 0.1 30 0.12 
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2.3 Integrated Joint Design of Underwater Manipulator 

2.3.1 Overall Layout of Joint Interior 

The designed integrated joint structure highly integrates the drive system, sensing system, 
deceleration mechanism, electronic circuit system and brake holding device, making the space size 
of each joint of the manipulator more compact. The scheme is shown in Figure 1. The power 
transmission route of each joint is brushless motor → harmonic reducer → output shaft. The joint is 
integrated with brake, position sensor, harmonic reducer, brushless motor and motor shaft. Among 
them, the motor rotor and rotor shaft bonding, rotor shaft and reducer input through screw lock, 
reducer output through screw lock. Bearings at both ends of the motor shaft are used to limit radial 
run-out. 

 

 
Figure 1. Internal structure of joint 

2.3.2 Joint Position Sensor Design 

In the joint of the manipulator, the corresponding position sensor is usually installed at the output end 
of the joint to form a fully closed-loop servo control system, or it can also be installed at the end of 
the motor to form a semi-closed-loop servo control system [4]. Because the robot arm measures the 
end repeated positioning accuracy rather than absolute positioning accuracy, only the precision of 
semi-closed loop servo control needs to be guaranteed. In this paper, the location sensor is mainly 
considered two factors, one is because the harmonic reducer gear pitch error and the cumulative 
sawtooth error on the rotation accuracy is relatively balanced, so that the position accuracy and 
rotation accuracy are very high. Second, if position sensors are arranged at the output end of each 
joint, the structure of each joint of the manipulator is relatively complex, and it is difficult to ensure 
that the space size of each joint is as small as possible, which is bound to cause the overall mechanical 
arm to be bulky. To sum up, position sensors are arranged at the end of each joint motor in the 
manipulator designed in this paper. 

Photoelectric encoder and rotary transformer are the main position sensors. Photoelectric encoder 
uses pulse counting, and rotary transformer is analog quantity feedback, and rotary transformer speed 
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is high, the application of environmental temperature range is larger. Rotary transformers also cost 
less than encoders [5]. Because the output of the photoelectric encoder is directly digital, the 
positioning accuracy of the photoelectric encoder is generally very high, and the application 
environment also has strict requirements, which will increase the joint cost. The rotary transformer is 
more suitable for the joint of the manipulator, which has strong anti-interference ability and low cost. 
There are more mature decoding chips on the market, so the final digital output accuracy of the rotary 
transformer can reach 16 bits. Can completely replace the precision of encoder. Therefore, the rotary 
transformer is used in this paper. 

2.3.3 Joint Brake System Design 

In order to prevent the mechanical arm joints from falling down in the event of power failure or failure, 
it is necessary to design a brake device to enable the mechanical arm to brake in time in the event of 
power failure or failure. This paper uses the electromagnetic force generated when the solenoid valve 
is energized to lift the stem from the seat. When the power is off, the electromagnetic force disappears 
and the spring force presses the stem on the seat. This paper designs a braking system based on this 
characteristic, as shown in Figure 2. When the mechanical arm joint rotates, the solenoid valve is 
powered on, the solenoid valve stem moves upward, the valve stem and the brake rotor will not collide, 
and the motor shaft rotates normally. When the mechanical arm stops working, the corresponding 
solenoid valve is immediately cut off. At this time, the valve stem moves down due to the elastic 
action. The valve stem limits the rotation of the brake system rotor, and the mechanical arm joint can 
stop rotating. Due to the effect of the reduction ratio, the torque transmitted to the braking system due 
to the weight of the mechanical arm is less than 1.5NM, and the valve stem of the solenoid valve can 
withstand such a torque. At the same time, the space size of the solenoid valve magnet is small, which 
is a better scheme. 

 

 
Figure 2. Brake system design 

2.4 Underwater Manipulator Material and Sealing Scheme Design 

Underwater manipulator needs to bear the influence of seawater electrochemical corrosion due to its 
operation in various complex underwater environments. Stainless steel has excellent corrosion 
resistance, but its low strength and high processing cost. Titanium alloy has low density, good 
corrosion resistance and high strength, but it is expensive and difficult to achieve mass production 
scale. This paper adopts 6061 aluminum alloy, which has low cost and excellent strength and 
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corrosion resistance. Anodic oxidation treatment is performed on its surface to enhance its corrosion 
resistance [6]. 

In order to prevent the internal structure of the manipulator from being damaged by water inflow in 
underwater work, the o-ring is used for static sealing in this paper, and the underwater low-speed 
rotary dynamic sealing performance of o-ring and Grey-ring packing sealing components is tested 
and studied. The test results show that the o-ring based low speed rotary dynamic seal performance 
is better, and the structure design and installation are simple. However, the O-ring has some problems 
such as starting crawling and sticking, and the O-ring wear is serious after working for a long time. 
Therefore, the o-ring is preferred for the dynamic seal without pressure compensation, while the 
Grey-ring is preferred for the dynamic seal with pressure compensation. In addition, theoretically the 
sealing element can be arbitrarily selected in two ways: shaft and hole. However, the roughness of 
rotating contact surface of sealing element has great influence on dynamic sealing performance. If 
the shaft sealing element is selected, it is difficult to ensure the surface roughness of the inner hole 
when the shaft diameter is small, so it is suggested to choose the sealing element of the hole first, and 
then reduce the surface roughness of the rotating shaft through finishing, polishing and other 
processing. In this paper, the dynamic seal adopts grey-ring seal, and its structure is shown in Figure 
3. 

 

 
Figure 3. Dynamic seal structure drawing 

2.5 General Structure of Underwater Manipulator 

After the above key structure design, the overall structure design of the underwater manipulator is 
completed, as shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4. Overall structure of the manipulator 
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Its D-H parameters are shown in Table 3: 

 

Table 3. Improved D-H parameters 

The jointsi ia /mm i
o/  id /mm i  Range of joint variables o/  

1 0 0 0 1  -120——60 

2 0 -90 120 2  -90——45 

3 700 0 0 3  -90——90 

4 116 -90 495 4  -90——90 

5 0 90 0 5  -90——90 

6 0 -90 307 6  -160——160 

3. Design of Underwater Manipulator Control System 

3.1 Overall Architecture of Underwater Manipulator Control System 

The whole control system of underwater manipulator consists of two parts: the main controller and 
the joint actuators of the manipulator. The main controller of the mechanical arm adopts a small 
industrial computer to complete the upper planning and control function of the mechanical arm, 
including sending various messages to the slave machine and completing the inverse kinematics 
calculation and trajectory planning algorithm calculation of the mechanical arm. Therefore, the main 
controller is required to have strong computing capability [8]. The actuator of each joint of the 
manipulator receives the position signal sent by the host computer, and then controls and drives the 
joint. The voltage space vector closed-loop control method is used in this study, and the system 
module includes control module, power conversion module and relevant sensor interface module. 
The main controller of the manipulator communicates with each joint actuator through CAN bus. 
Figure 5 is the architecture of the underwater robotic arm control system. 

 

 
Figure 5. Control system architecture of underwater robotic arm 
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Joint motor adopts self-developed double closed-loop control system, which can ensure the stability 
and accuracy of joint motor Angle control. The control principle of joint motor is shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Double closed-loop control principle of joint motor 

 

As shown in Figure 6, when the upper computer sets the desired Angle position of the joint, it first 
generates the motion trajectory from the current Angle to the desired Angle based on cubic 
polynomial interpolation. Then, based on the speed detection at the motor end and the Angle detection 
at the output end of the reducer, the double closed-loop control of speed and position was constructed 
to realize the stable and accurate control of joint Angle. 

The joint motor will adopt the self-developed control system, which integrates the hardware circuit 
such as rotary transformer decoding and motor driving, realizing the integrated design of the joint 
motor. 

3.2 Manipulation of the Way 

(1) Independent Joint Control 

Independent motion control, that is, the upper computer can realize the precise control of a single 
joint by sending corresponding instructions. Manipulator each joint motor adopts an integrated design, 
internal integrated control, drive and detection circuit, with good modular characteristics. CAN bus 
is used to communicate between each joint and the upper computer, which ensures that the upper 
computer CAN independently control each joint motor. 

In addition to the separate test in the development stage, the joint independent control mode can also 
be applied in scenarios such as manipulator end position calibration and operation tool manual 
replacement. 

(2) The Master-Slave Control 

The master hand selected for master/slave hand control is Geomagic Touch, whose shape is shown 
in Figure 7. 

 

 
Figure 7. Main Hand Geomagic Touch 
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After collecting the master hand joint Angle information, the master hand joint Angle signal is 
processed by the control system and converted into the slave hand joint Angle signal, and the slave 
hand can follow the motion according to this signal. In the process of hand movement, the signal of 
hand Angle and terminal force will be fed back to the upper computer control system. [9] By adjusting 
the interface function of the force feedback device, the rotation transformation matrix of the end-
effector and the displacement, velocity and acceleration in three directions of the force feedback 
device can be obtained in real time, and then the obtained parameters are sent to the slave hand 
through the serial port for master/slave control. 

3.3 Electrical Wiring 

The whole manipulator system includes the seven-function electric manipulator body, operation tool 
library and shore portable control box. The electrical circuit between each part is shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Electrical circuit diagram 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, an underwater 6-dOF electric manipulator is designed. Through design calculation and 
improved structure design, the highly integrated design of each joint is completed. The following 
work was done: 

1) Complete the selection and improvement design of each joint structure according to the design 
indicators; 

2) Complete the virtual prototype of the manipulator and the D-H parameter table of the manipulator; 

3) Complete the mechanical arm control system architecture design and the hardware and software 
architecture design of each joint actuator. 

Preparation was made for the manufacture, assembly, debugging and test of the robot arm prototype. 
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